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Unconventional computation (UCOMP) is an important and emerging area of scientific research,
which explores new ways of computing that go beyond the traditional model, as well as quantumand brain inspired computing. Such alternatives may encompass novel substrates (e.g., DNA, living
cells, or mixtures of the two) as well as new paradigms which, for example, support combined
information processing and material production (as living systems do). UCOMP researchers draw
inspiration from a wide and diverse range of sources, from physics, to chemistry, biology and
ecology. The field is growing quickly, and has the potential to revolutionize not only our fundamental
understanding of the nature of computing, but the way in which we solve problems, design networks,
do industrial fabrication, make drugs or construct buildings. The problems we already face in the
21st century will require new and creative approaches, conceptual frameworks, mechanisms and
perspectives. UCOMP offers one route towards this.
TRUCE is a coordination action to help organize the international UCOMP community. The inherent
diversity of the field has led to fragmentation, with many sub-fields developing in parallel. With
large-scale project support now being offered by the European Commission, the time is precisely
right to organize and coordinate the field at the European level. The proposed coordination action
will engage the European community (and beyond), construct the first UCOMP roadmap, reach out to
a wider public beyond the scientific community, and build the foundations for a new, sustainable and
coherent scientific discipline.
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